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The EU and Gender se Amsterdam Cen In this paper it is described how ththe grounds of gender in the sportdingly to the European Union lawtive (2006/54) in particular, which be analyzed the nondiscrimination(the nondiscrimination on the baseropean Parliament resolution on wECJ jurisprudence. Further more itthe "Italian case", which is peculiawomen cannot become professionaGender Discrimination in Sports: thedata and -mostly- qualitative data ested in the subject of nondiscrimTheory. Suggested Quotation: B.Russo; Thesion paper Amsterdam Centre for EKey words: Gender DiscriminationResearch Question: How does the grounds of gender? Is this principlindirect discrimination matter? Research Hypothesis: In this analythe European Union norms, also fState, as a Member State of the Euprinciples on the matter of gender Thesis Statement: The European Utherefore on the grounds of gendprinciple is enforced in the Treatie                                                           1 Avvocato, PhD candidate, Università deg                                                                                                                                    

  Rivista di diritto amministrativo   er Discrimination in Sports: tentre for European Law and G(ACELG) di Abstract  the European Union embodies the principle oort field. It will be described the principle of nolaw primary and secondary legislation, mentionich clarifies the definitions of direct and indirection principle applied to the sport field, from abase of gender thought the Olympia Project andn women and sport in particular) and from thit will be exposed, under the light of a feminisuliar because – accordingly to the Italian "comional athletes, unlike their male colleagues. The  the Italian case" is mainly based on secondaryata that are collected from literature review of tcrimination principle in EU, International Sp The EU and Gender Discrimination in Sports: tfor European Law and Governance (ACELG); Juon; Sport; EU; legge 91/1981; Women.   the European Union enforce the principle of nonciple applicable to the sport field? Could the Itaalysis I will argue that the non discrimination pso for what concerns the Sport field, and I wilEuropean Union, should comply with the Eurer discrimination and sports. an Union considers the principle of nondiscrimender-as one of the core values of the Union. aties and in many directives, such as the 2006/54 degli Studi della Campania L. Vanvitelli -SUN.           Pag. 3 di 16                              ISSN 2036-7821  
ts: the Italian ca-nd Governance  Beatrice Russo1  le of nondiscrimination on f nondiscrimination accor-tioning the Equality Direc-irect discrimination. It will  a regulation perspective  and the motion of the Eu- the point of view of the inist theoretical approach, "composition of norms" –he analysis of "The EU and ary data: few quantitative of the main Scholars inter- Sport Law and Feminist ts: the Italian case; discus-); June 2017  non-discrimination on the  Italian case fall under the n principle is protected by  will claim that the Italian European Union laws and crimination latosensu -and n. The nondiscrimination 6/54, which prohibits (and 
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defines) the indirect discriminationfinition of "professional athletes" isystem apparently neutral, that in    

                                                                                                                                    
  Rivista di diritto amministrativo  tion in particular. The Italian norms (law 1981/9s" is matter for the Federations regulation, whi in concrete doesn't allow women to become pro
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81/91)establish that the de-hich created a regulation  professional athletes.    
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Introduction Gender Discrimination consists similar cases different treatmentthe basis of the gender of the ining so an unequal treatment amo"negative paradigm" can be founwhich is realized mainly accorsubjects in particular: access to spwomen, unequal treatment betwesional athletes and female profeinclusion in the sport categoriesindividuals. Gender discriminatiathletes and female athletes conthe diverse economic treatmenfact:men gain more money than so in a different media impact, intion of prizes and in the sponsorathlete. For the purposes of thigoing to reflect mainly on whichthe gender discrimination are, ament, among women and men iUnion law framework. The European Union considers nondiscrimination as one of thethe Union. If gender equality is damental objectives of the Euequality in all its aspects and genders in particular, are the keEuropean Union. Indeed, these atained in the first part of the TreaUnion, which is an expression oand essential principles on whichty (the European Union) has founded. In this paper it will bethe European Union norms proscrimination principle on the bascourt, and in the sport field in pbe examined the ECJ jurisprudduo sport and the nondiscriminathe EU and, in the end, it will bItalian legal system and its normthe definition of "professional a                                                                                                                                       

  Rivista di diritto amministrativo  ists in applying to ents exclusively on e individuals, caus-mong genders. This ound also in sports, cordingly to three o sport activities for tween male profes-rofessional athletes, ries of transgender nation among male consists,not only in ent (hard, simple an women), but al-t, in the differentia-sors' interest in the  this work, we are hich the impacts of e, as unequal treat-en in the European ers the principle of  the core values of  is one of the fun- European Union, nd equality among e key values of the se are already con-Treaty on European n of those common hich the Communi-has been (and is) l be described how protect the nondi- base of gender tout n particular. It will rudence about the ination principle in ill be described the rms which regulate al athlete" that - in 
practice- don't allow wosional athletes.  Methodology The analysis of the "The nation in Sports: the Italiaon secondary data: quespecially- qualitative dfrom literature review ofested in the subject of ciple in the EU, Internatiminist Theory. The conccase paragraph are basecitied Jurisprudence is endecisions. The paragrapcrimination" and "EU, GSport" mainly describe tthe nondiscrimination prgraph "EU JurisprudenceSport" is an analysis of thThis paper is based on Gender Discrimination inbe defended at the UniLuigi Vanvitelli- SUN inwritten during a stay -asAmsterdam Centre for Evernance (ACELG). It is important to underlithe paper, it has been p"gender" and not the wordof the phenomenon of direpresents all the elemetermine the male / femthe word "gender" represal, cultural, social, andbuild the identity of anThere is Difference 1989)use of the term "genderunderstand the various "man, woman, LGBTQIA Transsexual, Queer, Interof individuals (Judith Bu           Pag. 5 di 16                                 ISSN 2036-7821  

 women to become profes-he EU and Gender Discrimi-talian case" is mainly based  quantitative data and -e data that are collected  of the main Scholars inter-of nondiscrimination prin-national Sport Law and Fe-conclusions and the Italian ased on primary data. The is entirely based on the ECJ raphs "EU and Gender Dis-, Gender Discrimination and e the normative aspects of n principle, while the para-ence on Discrimination and f the leading cases. on a Chapter of the thesis n in the Sport field that will Università della Campania  in 2018, and it has been as guest researcher- at the or European Law and Go-erline that, in thewriting of n preferred to use the term ord "sex" in the description f discrimination, since "sex" ments that biologically de-female dichotomy. Instead, resents the set of behavior-and relational factors that f an individual (G. Priula, 89). Therefore, through the der" it is possible to better us "social classifications" of IA (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, ntersex, Asexual) of identity  Butler; Queer theory). 
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EU and Gender Discrimination During the years, the legislativecourt jurisprudence and the mented in the Treaties, have strengthen the principle of gendtending its application within thion2. Indeed the European Parliambeen a strong defender of the prity between women and men.3 The European Union encompascrimination principle, first of alIn the first paragraph of article 2strated the value of equality, with the principles of human ddemocracy, rule of law and resrights, constitutes the common the Member States. In the second2, it is defined the Community (Union) society, as based on: plurjustice, solidarity and equality bewomen. These values characterizso) the net of relationships of tmunity. Another reference to the prohibination and to the enforcement oftween men and women can be f21 and 23 of the Charter of Fundof Man (Charter of Nice).5 Acc                                                           2Ugo Villani, Istituzioni di Diritto dell’Uedizione riveduta e aggiornata, 2016, Bar3http://ec.europa.eu/justice/discriminatio_en.htm 4article 2: "The Union is founded on the vaman dignity, freedom, democracy, equalityrespect for human rights, including the righing to minorities. These values are common in a society in which pluralism, non-discjustice, solidarity and equality between wom5Article 21: Non-discrimination "1. Any discrimination based on any groucolour, ethnic or social origin, genetic featuror belief, political or any other opinion, memminority, property, birth, disability, age or sebe prohibited.                                                                                                                                        

  Rivista di diritto amministrativo   ive production, the e changes imple-ve contributed to ender equality, ex- the European Un-rliament has always  principle of equali-passes the nondi-f all, in its Treaties. le 2 TEU4, it is illu-y, which, together n dignity, freedom, respect for human on grounds for all nd period of article ty (rectius European luralism, tolerance, y between men and erize (or should do f the human com-ibition of discrimi-t of the equality be-e found in Articles undamental Rights Accordingly to the ell’Unione Europea, 4a  Bari, Cacucci. ation/awareness/index values of respect for hu-lity, the rule of law and rights of persons belong-on to the Member States iscrimination, tolerance, omen and men prevail." round such as sex, race, atures, language, religion membership of a national r sexual orientation shall 
conjunction of articles 21mination principle is -moreover it is constitutwhich it is possible to relmeasures in favor of gender. More specificall21,gender equality is reqall fields, in which the peing develops. The consethis paper subject, is ttion/gender equality prialso in the field of sportfessional sport. In the sec2, it is placed the legal bfavor of the "undeThrough this norm, it is bring balance - with app"pathological" situations, wtween the genders. It is necessary to underliapplying measures in represented" gender is aticle 157 paragraph 4of t                                                  2. Within the scope of applicatioEuropean Community and of thewithout prejudice to the special discrimination on grounds of natiArticle 23 Equality between men "Equality between men and womincluding employment, work andThe principle of equality shall nadoption of measures providing of the under-represented sex." 6Article 157 TFEU "Each Memprinciple of equal pay for male anor work of equal value is applied.2. For the purpose of this article, minimum wage or salary and anycash or in kind, which the workerrespect of his employment, from hEqual pay without discrimination(a) that pay for the same work at the basis of the same unit of measu(b) that pay for work at time ratjob.           Pag. 6 di 16                                 ISSN 2036-7821  

s 21 and 23, the nondiscri--first of all- reaffirmed, ituted the legal ground on  rely the implementation of of the under-represented cally, accordingly to article required in all areas and in  personality of a human be-nsequence, in the light of is that the nondiscrimina-principle must be applied ort and in the field of pro- second paragraph of article al basis for the measures in der-represented" gender. t is possible to intervene to ppropriate instruments - in s, where there is a gap be-erline that the possibility of in favor of the "under-is also protected under Ar-of the TFEU6, which autho-                                                       ation of the Treaty establishing the the Treaty on European Union, and ial provisions of those Treaties, any nationality shall be prohibited". en and women omen must be ensured in all areas, nd pay. ll not prevent the maintenance or ng for specific advantages in favour ember State shall ensure that the e and female workers for equal work  le, ’pay’ means the ordinary basic or  any other consideration, whether in ker receives directly or indirectly, in m his employer. tion based on sex means:  at piece rates shall be calculated on easurement; rates shall be the same for the same 
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rizes positive action within the scempowerment, by envisaging thMember States of measures:"fromadopting measures providing for spin order to make it easier for the undto pursue a vocational activity or topensate for disadvantages in professiAccordingly to Article 19, paraTFEU, "without prejudice to the otthe Treaties and within the limits oferred by them upon the Union, thunanimously in accordance with a procedure and after obtaining the copean Parliament, may take appropribat discrimination based on sex, ragin, religion or belief, disability, age tion". In other words the normsticle 19 TFEU confer to the instituropean Union the necessary powin order to counteract any form oLastly, there are specific rules in ty, which explicitly encompass tequality and non discriminatiothese as the shared values of theIndeed the Treaty makes the pstantial equality and the fight agdiscrimination the basis of Europpolicies. In particular in article 19 of the Tit is re-established the principle                                                                   3. The European Parliament and the Coudance with the ordinary legislative procedurethe Economic and Social Committee, shall asure the application of the principle of equequal treatment of men and women in matteoccupation, including the principle of equal work of equal value. 4. With a view to ensuring full equality in and women in working life, the principle ofnot prevent any Member State from maimeasures providing for specific advantages iier for the underrepresented sex to pursue ato prevent or compensate for disadvantagereers".                                                                                                                                        

  Rivista di diritto amministrativo  e scope of women's  the application by from maintaining or r specific advantages underrepresented sex r to prevent or com-essional careers". aragraph 1 of the e other provisions of ts of the powers con-, the Council, acting  a special legislative  consent of the Euro-priate action to com-, racial or ethnic ori-age or sexual orienta-ms included in ar-stitutions of the Eu-owers to intervene m of discrimination  in the Lisbon Trea-ss the principles of ation, establishing  the Member States. e principle of sub- against any sort of ropean actions and he Treaty of Lisbon ple of intervention,                                        Council, acting in accor-ure, and after consulting all adopt measures to en- equal opportunities and atters of employment and ual pay for equal work or  in practice between men e of equal treatment shall aintaining or adopting es in order to make it eas-e a vocational activity or tages in professional ca-
which was already mentTreaty, providing for aorder to fightg ender-badiscriminations on the ggion personal convictiosexual orientation. Although the nondiscrimceived numerous contribel, the most fruitful fieldlaw, where most of thehard law and soft law; legislation - have been enthe definition of thdiscrimination on the baTreaties, there are varioof the fight against gendof directives, one of thcomes for the enforcemenprinciple must be found(Equality Directive), whtion of indirect discrimirective is a synthesis of tin precedent directives coty and of the leading caJustice on this matter. Tcalled "redefinition" of thwas to clarify and consolthe main provisions reployment, working conand welfare.  As we mentioned beforcontains the definition and the definition of indcording to the letter o"(a)‘direct discrimination’: less favorably on grounds been or would be treatedtion;(b)‘indirect discriminaneutral provision, criterionsons of one sex at a particuwith persons of the other criterion or practice is objec           Pag. 7 di 16                                 ISSN 2036-7821  

entioned in the Amsterdam appropriate measures in based discrimination and e ground of ethnicity, reli-ctions, disability, age and rimination principle has re-tributions at European lev-field is the European labor  the Union interventions - w; primary and secondary  enforced. So in addition to the principle of non- basis of the gender in the rious directives in support nder inequalities. Speaking f the most important out-ment of the gender equality nd in the 2006/54Directive which contains the defini-imination. The 2006/54 Di-of the provisions contained s concerning gender equali-g cases of the EU Court of The main goal of this so-f the discrimination subject solidate -in one single text-  regarding access to em-conditions, social security fore, the 2006/54 directive n of direct discrimination indirect discrimination. Ac-r of the law, at article 2: n’: where one person is treated ds of sex than another is, has ated in a comparable situa-ination’: where an apparently ion or practice would put per-icular disadvantage compared er sex, unless that provision, bjectively justified by a legiti-
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mate aim, and the means of achievinpropriate and necessary;" In other words the provisions of rectives explains that direct discurs where one person is treateon grounds of prohibited criterilates to the disadvantageous treathe possession of specific charadistinguish an individual from otherefore necessary to determin(male worker or a compared scan be either past, present, or eveIn contrast, indirect discriminatneutral criteria, which formallybited. So the discrimination occuparently neutral provision, critercreates a disadvantage for protected by the general prohibination (on the base of his/her gethnic origin, religion or belief, dsexual orientation)-compared witThe effect of such a measure is discrimination, where an individto the protected group is disadvaIt is, also, fundamental to stress obetween direct and indirect discause it has different effects not obut also from a practical point ofperspective of the victim of the anation, a finding of its direct formpreferable because of the usualjustification possibilities and becaculties involved in proving diwhich is required in the case of innation9. Furthermore both form                                                           7 A. Masselot  Fighting DiscriminationPregnancy, Maternity and Parenthood; 28Boruta, Irena, “The Prohibition of Disployment: A New RegulatioZabezpieczenieSpołeczne 2004, 2. 9 Ch. Tobler “CEDAW and the EU's PoCombating Gender Discrimination” (200                                                                                                                                       

  Rivista di diritto amministrativo  ving that aim are ap- of the Equality Di- discrimination oc-ated less favorably iterion. Thus, it re-treatment based on aracteristics, which  other people. It is mine a comparator d situation), which even hypothetical7. nation is based on ally are not prohi-ccurs when "an ap-iterion or practice” r an individual-ibition of discrimi-r gender, racial or f, disability, age or  with other persons.  is similar to direct vidual who belongs vantaged 8. ss on the distinction discrimination, be-ot only theoretically t of view. From the he alleged discrimi-form will always be lly more limited because of the diffi- disparate impact, of indirect discrimi-rms of discrimina-ion on the Grounds of d; 2004 Discrimination in Em-lation.” Praca i s Policy in the Field of 2005). 
tion are complementary cannot prove direct discres- it is possible to allegeadvantageous treatment.Ultimately it is importanpolicies to prevent gendelyze the operational straEuropean Union in re"principle of mainstreamThe principle of gender welcomed at an internatutes a strategy for achieconsists in he "process of for women and men of anylegislation, policies or progrlevels. It is a strategy for mmen’s concerns and experieof the design, implementatiotion of policies and programand societal spheres so thaequally and inequality is mate goal is to achieve gendIn other words, the gensists, first of all, on studytive ones in particular) tpolitical, legislative decgender. Secondly, the prstreaming allows for comvor of the underrepresencies adopted by the Unigap. The main consequencestreaming is(or should btions constant attention tthat the Union's policies er; this strategy is supachieving gender equaagainst any form of discr                                                   10 The strategy of mainstreaminagreed conclusions, 1997/2.            Pag. 8 di 16                                 ISSN 2036-7821  

ary in the sense that if one iscrimination -in some cas-lege an indirect form of dis-ent. rtant, in the framework of nder discrimination, to ana-strategies launched by the  relation to the so-called aming". er mainstreaming has been rnational level and consti-chieving gender equality. It f assessing the implications any planned action, including rograms, in all areas and at all r making women’s as well as eriences an integral dimension tation, monitoring and evalua-rams in all political, economic that women and men benefit is not perpetuated. The ulti-ender equality"10. gender mainstreaming con-dying the effects (the nega-r) that a certain economic, decision may have on a  principle of gender main-compensatory actions in fa-esented gender, if the poli-nion can lead to a gender nce of the gender main-d be) the European Institu-n to the impacts and effects ies may have on one gend-supposed to make easier uality, through the fight iscrimination.                  ming is defined in the ECOSOC 
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EU, Gender Discrimination and In order to describe the relation ciple of nondiscrimination and thion we should focus, first of all, oSport Charter" of 1992, which in tees that "no discrimination on sex, race, colour, language, religother opinion, national or socialtion with a national minority, prother status, shall be permitted sports facilities or to sports activof the law also encompasses thesome actions to promote integrwords accordingly to the abovemnot only it has been established equality, but it is also necessaryobstacles that make difficult oraccess to sports facilities or to spo In the same period it hathe "European Code of Sport Etbasic principal is that "the ethicleading to fair play are integral, andments, of all sports activity, sportsagement, and apply to all levels of                                                           11Measures shall be taken to ensure thopportunities to take part in sport andadditional measures shall be taken aimyoung gifted people, as well as disadvaindividuals or groups to be able to exercties effectively. 3. Since the scale of participation in sppart on the extent, the variety and the aties, their overall planning shall be accepublic authorities. The range of facilitshall take account of public, private, cofacilities which are available. Those resaccount of national, regional and localincorporate measures designed to ensureand their safe and full use. 4. Appropriate steps should be takensports facilities to enable disadvantagedthose with physical or mental disabilitisuch facilities. 12 E. GREPPI - M. VELLANO, Diritto interGiappichelli, 2010.                                                                                                                                        

  Rivista di diritto amministrativo  nd Sport on among the prin-d the European Un-ll, on the "European  in article 4 guaran-on the grounds of eligion, political or cial origin, associa-, property, birth or ed in the access to activities".The letter  the need to realize egration11. In other vementioned article ed the principle of sary to remove the  or impossible the  sports activities12.  has been adopted t Ethics", which its thical considerations and not optional ele-ts policy and man- of ability and com- that all citizens have and, where necessary, aimed at enabling both dvantaged or disabled xercise such opportuni- sport is dependent in e accessibility of facili-ccepted as a matter for cilities to be provided , commercial and other esponsible shall take ocal requirements, and sure good management ken by the owners of ged persons including ilities to have access to ternazionale dello sport, 
mitment, including recreatisport. The Code provides a combat the pressures in mopear to be undermining thesport - foundations built onship, and on the voluntarimportant outcome of thtion of the concept of theas much more than playingrates the concepts of friendsalways playing within the rfined as a way of thinking, It incorporates issues conceof cheating, gamesmanshiphysical and verbal), the seof children, young people unequal opportunities, exand corruption." So it is cCode of Sport Ethics", wcept of the fair play, evalue of the nondiscritended also as the elimopportunity13. Another fundamental sttion of the principle of thers should be found inspecific characteristics ofunction in Europe, of wtaken in implementing cdingly to which "the Euits support for the indepeizations and their right through appropriate assocognizes that, with due Community legislation democratic and transpareit is the task of sporting oand promote their particas regards the specificallble and the make-up of                                                  13 Ibidem.           Pag. 9 di 16                                 ISSN 2036-7821  

eational as well as competitive s a sound ethical framework to  modern day society which ap- the traditional foundations of t on fair play and sportsman-tary movement". The most f the Code is the introduc- the "fair play, that is "defined ing with the rules. It incorpo-ndship, respect for others and he right spirit. Fair play is de-g, not just a way of behaving. oncerned with the elimination ship, doping, violence (both  sexual harassment and abuse ple and women, exploitation,  excessive commercialisation is clear how the "European ", while describing the con-, explicitly recognizes the scrimination principle, in-limination of any unequal l step toward the affirma-the equality among gend- in the"Declaration on the cs of sport and its social f which account should be g common policies", accor- European Council stresses ependence of sports organ-ght to organize themselves associative structures. It re-ue regard for national and on and on the basis of a parent method of operation, g organizations to organize rticular sports, particularly cally sporting rules applica- of national teams, in the                  
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way which they think best refltives.It notes that sports federatitral role in ensuring the essentitween the various levels of spfrom recreational to top-level sexist there; they provide the posto sports for the public at largenancial support for amateur sporequal access to every level of spomen and women alike, youth protection and measures to comof violence and racist or xenrences"14. It is possible to affirm that thropaper on Sport" and with the Lisbon Treaty that the Europeansigned major power in the matteination in the sport field. Indeepaper on Sport" the principle of eties and the principle of non-disemphasized: “Sport involves all cof gender, race, age, disability, resexual orientation and social or econThe Commission has repeatedly conifestations of racism and xenophobcompatible with the values of the EUsion will suggest to Member Statesprogramme and the Lifelong Learnition and Europe for Citizens progrations promoting social inclusion thcombating discrimination in sport. cohesion policy, Member States shrole of sports in the field of social ition and equal opportunities as pgramming of the European Social Fencouraged to promote action undertegration Fund".                                                             14 G. NICOLELLA, Diritto dello sport: ordprevidenza, 2014.                                                                                                                                        

  Rivista di diritto amministrativo  eflects their objec-rations have a cen-ntial solidarity be- sporting practice, l sport, which co-possibility of access rge, human and fi-ports, promotion of sporting activity for th training, health ombat doping, acts xenophobic occur-through the "White he approval of the ean Union has as-atter of the discrim-deed in the "White of equal opportuni-discrimination are ll citizens regardless  religion and belief, conomic background.  condemned all ma-hobia, which are in- EU [...] the Commis-tes that the progress rning, Youth in Ac-grammes support ac- through sport and rt. In the context of  should consider the al inclusion, integra-s part of their pro-al Fund and they are der the European In-ordinamento, giustizia e 
It is fundamental to analpean documents that spthe gender discriminatioument is the motion forresolution on women anand theother one is the Een’s Right in Sports(alproject). In the explanatory statemEuropean Parliament ressport (2002/2280(INI)it issons why it is fundameequality, which is a taskespecially in sports. From a political point of the last 20 years that thesport has been discussedsociations. It is fundamgoal of equal opportunitieprofessional sport is seen abing women’s integration however, sport must recogrole of women. It is not enpoorer involvement or motito stress that sport developscy, compulsory education more, "physical differencelight the disparity and dualCoeducation is one solutionphysical exercise, the beequality on the basis of physnot the least, it should btance of women taking agement and decision-mations and movements. Th"fully involved women insport”. Accordingly to its preamter of Women’s RightsSports is addressed to sfederations, sports pgroups, public authoritie           Pag. 10 di 16                                 ISSN 2036-7821  

nalyze the two main Euro-specifically are devoted to tion in sport. The first doc- for a European parliament  and sport (2002/2280(INI) e European Chart of Wom-s(also known as Olympia atement of the motion for a  resolution on women and it is possible to find the rea-amental to enforce gender ask yet to be accomplished,  of view, it has only been in the question of women and ssed by institutions and as-amental to recall that "the ities for school, amateur and  above all as a way of improv-n at all levels; for its part, cognise the importance of the  enough simply to deplore the otivation of women. We need lops in harness with democra-on and citizenship." Further-nces between the sexes high-uality between boys and girls. n" [...]but, with regard to  best criterion is "to create hysical differences". Last, but d be stressed on the impor-ing responsibility for man-making in sports organiza-. This is the way that could   in the future of top-level amble, the European Char-ghts (Olympia Project) in o sports organizations and participants, supporter ities, EU institutions and all 
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organizations that may have a dimpact on the promotion of “spparticularly for campaigning in opportunities between womensport.This Charter about gender eis addressed to all people withouof culture, religion, age, mental apacities, sexual orientation or sois important to emphasize that bodies universal values of equityspecific measures to reinforce policies for targeted groups."   The Charter includes the underlining how in this contexabove mentioned necessarily hathe principle of nondiscriminatiociple of equality opportunities for
• Practice sport tout court: right to participate in sport in a safepreserves human dignity. Women ancoming from a different social and emust have the same opportunities Sports organisations  and  institutiosponsible  for  implementing  gendermeans of governance to promote wtion in sport at all levels" 
• Leadership: "Women and msame opportunities to participate inat all levels  as  well  as  in  all  areamust be  equally  represented  on  band in managerial positions. The States must take concrete measurerepresentation of women and men inpositions in sports organisations anwell as in administrations and agensport. A quota system and additionaare needed to attain this goal" 
• Education and Sports / tion: "Girls and women, as well amust have the same right to learn vskills and to develop physical literacygenders should be given the chance                                                                                                                                       

  Rivista di diritto amministrativo   a direct or indirect sport for all” and  in favour of equal en and men in er equality in sport hout any distinction tal and physical ca-r social standing. It at the Charter em-uity and it provides ce gender equality the following areas, text all the actors  have to reinforce ation and the prin- for genders:    "Everyone has the afe environment that n and men of all ages d ethnic background ies to practise sport. utions  must  be  re-der equality and find e women’s participa-d men must have the e in decision-making reas  of  sport.  They    boards, committees he EC and Member ures to ensure equal n in decision-making  and institutions, as gencies dealing with onal pro-active action  / Physical Educa-ll as boys and men, n various sports and racy and fitness. Both nce to develop a life-
long commitment to sport ties of their choice. Physicoaches,  health professionworking  in educational envaware of gender discriminadopt and implement the pty" 
• Research and "Women  and  men  shoultunities  to  become  memcommunities and to influeresearch topics. Equal partment of women and men aof sports sciences should be 
• Women, sports andia has an enormous impaculture in the EU and musthe  principles  and  valuesing,  not  least  the prioriestablished by this Chartehave  the  same  opporturepresented  in  mass medirespect the dignity of the ibe  equally  represented  insuch  as  journalists, photog
• Audiences and fathe same opportunity as msport by being fans and thrmembers of fan communitierespected  as  experts,  givetivities  of supporters groupmerely uninformed spectatoshare the group’s core ideals It is clear that the asset that nowadays are rulingnerated by a "male monIt is evident how the struple of the patriarchal16, m                                                  15 N. NAFFINE, Law and the Sexe16 N. NAFFINE, Law and the Sexe           Pag. 11 di 16                                 ISSN 2036-7821  

ort and to the physical activi-ysical  education  teachers,  sionals  and  other  groups  environments should be made ination in sport and should e principles of gender equali- scientific communities: ould  have  the  same  oppor-embers  of  sports scientific fluence theories, methods and participation and equal treat-n at all levels and in all fields  be promoted." s and the media: "Mass me-mpact on the development of ust be the  first  to  embrace  lues  of  gender  mainstream-iorities and recommendations rter. Female  athletes  must  ortunities  as  men  to  be  edia.  Media coverage should e individual. Women  should    in  media-related  positions,  otographers or editors." d fans: "Women should have s men to express their love of  through their participation as ities. Female  fans  should  be  iven  access  to  the  core  ac-oups and not be considered as tators or consumers who don’t eals." set of norms and practices ling the topic of sport isge-onopoly" of construction.15  structure is a typical exam-, male control in the public                  exes, London 1990. exes, London 1990. 
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sphere. The abovementioned spite, could be defined as an apthe deconstructive feminist appconstructive feminist approach atle the categories that influence lithe laws, in a way that the newencompass the natural differencegenders. Society and laws are mfor men; this is why equality amtask and not a criterion as it shoespecially in sport, shouldn't see male "physicalan not" categorieregulations should embody dgenders, preserving it as a valudisadvantage. Equality doesn't mcases as the same, but consists inactual differences and then creable to accommodate them. This tion to respect the nondiscrimiand to accomplish equality amon EU Jurisprudence on DiscriminaAs it has been described in thegraph, the European Union enfield of Sport in the communitaritervention. The Court of Justice the duo sport-European union caing seventies (Walrave and Donàmost resounded case about the ssport field under the principles EU Treaties (EC Treaty then, TFEbe considered the Bosman18 case                                                           17G. Spivak.Deconstruction and FeminisDisplacement and the Discourse of Wom 18Union Royale Belge des Sociétés de FASBL v Jean-Marc Bosman (1995) C-41Bosman ruling) is a 1995 European Courconcerning freedom of movement for wassociation, and direct effect of article 3of the Treaty on the Functioning of the the TEC. The case was an important dmovement of labour and had a profoundfers of footballers within the European U                                                                                                                                       

  Rivista di diritto amministrativo  ed documents, in  appetent towards approach. The de-h aim is to disman-ce life and therefore new structures can nces that belong to  made by men and among genders is a should be. Women, see applied to them ories, instead sport  diversity among value and not as a 't mean treating all ts in identifying the  creating solutions his is the best solu-imination principle ong genders17.  ination and Sport the previous para- encompasses the itarian sphere of in-ice first cases about n can be dated dur-onà cases), but the he subjection of the les included in the  TFEU now) should case (1995). Indeed inist Literary. Theory. " oman," 1995 e Football Association 415/93 (known as the ourt of Justice decision r workers, freedom of le 39[2] (now article 45 he European Union) of t decision on the free und effect on the trans-n Union (EU). The rul-
thanks to the Bosman caLaw enters definitely insport activities.19 In Walravecase (1974), thetice ruled two key-princip1)TheCommunity law sactivities exclusively wheble as economic activitiesArticle 2 of the EC TreaEuropean Union matter,the character of gainful erated service covers all wgard to the exact nature under which such activit2) The private nature of Sconstitute a valid reasontions' Regulations fromThis is so because an ocreates any sort of discrieration would affect the fworkers and the freedomes. Not just Member StaEuropean Union laws annorms issued by non-puganizations that are anyaffairs20. In the Donà case (1976) nized that rules or a adopted by a sporting othe right to take part in fessional or semi-profesthe nationals of the statepatible with article 7 anwith articles 48 to 51 or 5less such rules or practice                                                  ing prevented the various contceiling on the number of foreiminatory towards athletes in th19 E. GREPPI - M. VELLANO, DGiappichelli, 2010. 20 G. NICOLELLA, Diritto dello previdenza, 2014.           Pag. 12 di 16                                 ISSN 2036-7821  

case the European Union y in the regulation of the , the European Court of Jus-nciples:  should govern sporting when they can beconfigura-ities, within the meaning of reaty. Furthermore, it is a tter, when this activity has ul employment or remune-ll work service, without re-ure of the legal relationship ivities are performed. of Sport Federations cannot son to subtract the Federa-om European Union law. n obstacle (or a norm that scrimination) put by a Fed-he freedom of circulation of om of movement of servic- State norms are subject to  and principles, but also the public associations and or-anyway involved in public 76) it was explicitly recog-a national practice, even g organization, which limit  in football matches as pro-fessional players solely to tate in question, are incom- and, as the case may be, or 59 to 66 of the Treaty, un-tice exclude foreign players                                                        continental leagues from setting a oreigners, if this would be discri-in the Union. Diritto internazionale dello sport, llo sport: ordinamento, giustizia e 
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from participation in certain matwhich are not of an economic nlate to the particular nature andmatches and are thus of sportinFurthermore article 48 on the onfirst paragraph of article 59 andgraph of article 60 of the Treaty olast two provisions at least in soto abolish any discrimination aproviding a service by reason oor the fact that he resides in a methan that in which the service is have a direct effect in the legamember states and confer on inwhich national courts must proteAnother fundamental ruling has case, which gave a criterion to athlete is considered professionalthe Deliège judgment an athlete hthe liberalization of the commu(so he/she can benefit of the frement of workers) regardless of definition of professional athlehis/her job performance is not aunder the payment of a salary22.  Analyzing the ECJ jurisprudenceaffirm that Sport and Discrimifields of interest for the Europeaticular it is possible to argue thathe European Union that: i) discnot permitted within the EU bordtivities-as economic activities- muEU norms, otherwise it the freedoof workers and the freedom of mvices would be affected; iii)also norms must adhere to Europeaand principles; iv) Member Courts must protect individuals                                                            21 E. GREPPI - M. VELLANO, Diritto interGiappichelli, 2010. 22 G. NICOLELLA, Diritto dello sport: ordprevidenza, 2014.                                                                                                                                        

  Rivista di diritto amministrativo  matches for reasons c nature, which re-nd context of such rting interest only.   one hand and the and the third para-ty on the other - the  so far as they seek n against a person n of his nationality  member state other  is to be provided - legal orders of the  individuals rights otect21. has been the Deliège to define when an nal. Accordingly to te has benefits from munitarian market  freedom of move- of his/her national thlete, as long as t autonomous and  nce it is possible to imination are two pean Union. In par- that accordingly to discriminations are orders; ii) sport ac-must comply with edom of circulation f movement of ser-lso the Federations pean Union norms r States National als against any dis-ternazionale dello sport, ordinamento, giustizia e 
criminations that can occtherefore also in sport; v)own definition of profedisregard the Federations Italian Case Core of this paper is to norms, which define thprofessional athlete and ently neutral, indeed thetween women and men the professional carrier aThe normative text co91/1981, also called "Nortrasocietà e sportiviprofes1981- Regulation of the rcieties and professional particular23. This law waworking relations amoncieties, in particular regsport contracts, employmtreatment of pensions. norms are meant to defsional athletes in their rolAccordingly to the normpurposes of the applicatsidered professional athtechnical-sport directorswho exercise sport actand continuous, in the                                                   23Art.2 legge91/1981: "Ai fini legge, sono sportivi professionistiri tecnico-sportivi ed i preparatorsportiva a titolo oneroso con cardelle discipline regolamentate dallificazione dalle federazioni sportemanate dalle federazioni stesse,stabilite dal CONI per la distinziquella professionistica". 24 E. GREPPI - M. VELLANO, DGiappichelli, 2010.           Pag. 13 di 16                                 ISSN 2036-7821  

 occur in EU (art. 45 TFEU ), t; v) European Union has its rofessional athletes, which ions ones.   to describe how the Italian  the difference between a nd an amateur, are appar- they had created a gap be-en regarding the access to r as athlete.  concerned is the Legge orme in materia di rapporti-fessionisti" (law 91 of the he relation among sport so-nal athletes), at article 2 in  was made to regulate the ong athletes and sport so-regarding access to work, loyment, health protection, ns. In other words these define and protect profes-r role of working people24.   orms of article 2: "For the ication of this law, are con-athletes: athletes, coaches, tors and athletic trainers, activitiesfor consideration the sport disciplines regu-                 ini dell'applicazione della presente isti gli atleti, gli allenatori, i diretto-tori atletici, che esercitano l'attività  carattere di continuità nell'ambito  dal CONI e che conseguono la qua-portive nazionali, secondo le norme sse, con l'osservanza delle direttive nzione dell'attività dilettantistica da Diritto internazionale dello sport, 
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lated by the CONI25 and the smust have received the qualificattional sport Federations, accordinissued by the Federations thempliance with the CONI guidelinedistinction between amateur andtivities26. In other words, to be considered aathlete (and having access to allthat he could be entitled of, as wvidual:  1) must practice sport activity nbut without interruption;  2) must practice sport activity in o3) the sport must be regulated by4) the sport discipline must be qfessional sport by the FederationsIn Italy the Federations recognsional sport exclusively the follow
• Italian Football Federation
• Italian Pugilistic Federatio
• Italian Cycling Federation
• Italian Motorcycle Federat
• Italian Golf Federation (F.
• Italian Basketball FederatiTherefore only and exclusivelywho are registered for sports clubFederations that had recognizedprofession, can be legally considsional athletes. How and why dorecognize "as professional" a spoFederation choose? Hard and tions recognized sporting discipsional ones on the base of the ecoof the sporting discipline (Decre                                                           25 CONI: The Italian National Olympic Comitato Olimpico Nazionale Italiano, 1914 and a member of the International O(IOC), is responsible for the developmenof sports activity in Italy. 26 E. GREPPI - M. VELLANO, Diritto interGiappichelli, 2010.                                                                                                                                        

  Rivista di diritto amministrativo  e sport disciplines ication from the na-rdingly to the rules emselves, in com-lines regarding the and professional ac-ed as a professional  all the protections s worker), an indi-ty not occasionally  in order to be paid;   by the CONI;  e qualified as pro-ions. ognized as profes-llowing sports: tion (F.I.G.C.) ation (F.P.I.) tion (F.C.I.) eration (IMF)  (F.I.G.) ration (F.I.P.) ely those athletes, clubs affiliated with ized the sport as a nsidered as profes-does a Federation sport? How does a d simple: Federa-sciplines as profes-economic relevance ecreto Legislativo 8 pic Committee (Italian: no, CONI), founded in al Olympic Committee ment and management ternazionale dello sport, 
Gennaio 2004 , n. 15.)27. The consequence is thatcome a professional athletitled of all the consequesively if it belongs to the er words if a person i) prsional athlete recognizedbecause he/she participatic competions with otherearn his/her remuneratiopractice competitive spohe/sheis not qualified aswhether the Federationsing discipline as professinis player such as Adrianlaw, is not a professionalfor professional athletes(swimmer), nor Valentinnia Cagnotto (diver) or cycling). Valentino Rossiian law, was a professiowhile he was a member oto the Italian Motorcyclsince he is a member of nese club), he is not a prItalian norms.  The criteria that distingufessional athletes can bebecause they seem to afdoesn't belong to a sport/club, regardless ofanalyze the abovementiwe will discover that ethe professional sports insequence is that in Italy nprofessional athlete todayUnder the light of the and principles the Italianregulates professional at                                                  27 G. NICOLELLA, Diritto dello previdenza, 2014.            Pag. 14 di 16                                 ISSN 2036-7821  

 that an individual can be-thlete in Italy (and he is en-quently protections) exclu-the described sports. In oth-) practice a sport "as profes-ized at international level" ipate to international athlet-her professional athletes, ii) ation mainly from sport, iii) sport without interruption, d as a professional athlete, ons don't define the sport-essional. For instance a ten-riano Panatta, for the Italian nal athlete, and the same is tes like Federica Pellegrini ntina Vezzali (fencing), Ta- Valentino Rossi (motor-ossi, accordingly to the Ital-onal athlete in 2011/2012, er of Team Ducati affiliated ycle Federation, but today  of the Yamaha team (Japa- professional athlete for the nguish amateurs from pro- be in appearance natural,  affect all individuals who a Federation affiliated  of their gender. But if we ntioned categories deeper, exclusively men practice ts in list. The practical con-ly no woman can become a day. he European Union norms lian normative system that l athletes is not complying                  llo sport: ordinamento, giustizia e 
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with the principle of nondiscrimgenders. First of all, because it iindirect discrimination, because sen by the legislator (and by the apparently neutral, but in the Itaket, in the Italian cultural and they create a gap between men anSecondly, because accordinglyestablished jurisprudence of the ties -as economic activities- muEU norms, otherwise it would afof circulation of workers and movement of services (so gendein the Italian system can affect movement of workers). In othermale professional athlete would and keeping het professional statbe allowed to do so. This couldmovement of workers. Thirdly because also the Federatiadhere to European Union norm(so they have to eliminate any theoretical and practical discrtheMember States National Couindividuals against any discrimoccur in EU.                                                                                                                                                   

  Rivista di diritto amministrativo  crimination among  it is an example of se the criteria cho-the Federations) are e Italian work mar-nd society context, n and women.  ngly to a well-he ECJ sport activi-must comply with  affect the freedom d the freedom of nder discrimination ect the freedom of ther words, if a fe-uld transfer in Italy status, she wouldn't ould effect the free rations norms must rms and principles ny sort of possible iscrimination) and ourts must protect rimination that can Conclusion Aim of this work was tscrimination principle onis encompassed and desUnion norms, in connecabout sport in particularprinciple fails in the Italiabetween female athletethrough a standard that ithe famous post-structupher Judith Butler said inheld at the VrijeUniversitian norms,which regulatfessional athlete "representy [between men and womTo overcome this inequato suggest two solutions.one, to distinguish proamateurs, we should relyfessional athlete de facto", and Italian JurisprudenceThe second solution shothe Italian normativetextation should comply witscrimination stated by and by the European nowhile choosing the profe(such as creating differenfor women).           Pag. 15 di 16                                 ISSN 2036-7821  
s to show how the nondi-e on the grounds of gender described in the European nection with the regulation lar. The nondiscrimination talian norms, creating a gap letes and male athletes, at is apparently neutral. As cturalism feminist philoso-d in a Q&A at a Conference ersiteit Amsterdam, the Ital-ulate the definition of pro-sent a typical case of inequali-women]".  uality relation it is possible ons. Accordingly to the first professional athletes from  rely on the concept of "pro-", established by the ECJ nce. should consist in changing text in a way that the Feder-with the principle of nondi-by the Italian Constitution  norms and Jurisprudence, rofessional sport disciplines rent professional categories 
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